
Cybolt Rapidly Expands Its Reach in U.S. With Its
Second Merger Within a Month
Cybolt’s Exciting New Partnership With Cyber Guards

Cybolt, a leading provider of cybersecurity services in Latin
America, announced its integration with Cyber Guards, a
Tennessee-based company specializing in managed
cybersecurity services and network security solutions. This
marks Cybolt’s second integration within a month, highlighting its
rapid growth trajectory in the U.S. Prior to this, Cybolt had
integrated with Pontis Research Inc., a California-based firm with
expertise in Identity and Access Management (IAM) and risk
management. Cyber Guard’s integration with Cybolt accelerates
its dynamic expansion in the U.S., with plans to go public in the next five years.

Having put together a solid offering portfolio through a successful integration of Latin American
cybersecurity leaders since 2019, Cybolt now serves over 200 clients across key sectors including
Finance, Retail, Manufacturing, and Public. 

In a highly fragmented cybersecurity market, with over 4,000 providers, Cybolt stands out by offering
comprehensive services under one roof, eliminating the need for multiple vendors. With its operative
strength in Mexico and an emerging presence in Illinois, Tennessee, and California, Cybolt continues to
rapidly expand its footprint in the U.S., reinforcing its commitment to safeguarding businesses. 

Mauricio Rioseco, Chairman, Cybolt, said, “We’re thrilled to announce our second U.S. partnership

within a month; this time with Cyber Guards, a champion for small and mid-sized companies in the

cybersecurity realm. Each partner who joins us contributes to shaping our future. We’re building a path

that benefits our customers, as we position ourselves as market leaders in cybersecurity. Together, we’re

poised to make a significant impact in the cybersecurity world.”

Erik Holmes, founder and CEO, Cyber Guards, added, “At Cyber Guards, we are thrilled to announce

our union with Cybolt. This exciting partnership expands our capabilities and strengthens our commitment

to delivering exceptional service to our customers in Tennessee and throughout the U.S. Joining forces

with Cybolt represents a significant milestone in our journey, enhancing our ability to innovate and grow in

the ever-evolving cybersecurity landscape.”
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About Cybolt

Cybolt is a leading cybersecurity firm, offering a robust suite of digital risk management solutions. They serve over
two hundred diverse companies across various sectors, both public and private. For more information, please visit
www.cybolt.com

https://cybolt.com/en/

Company Address

Cybolt
75 Valencia Ave. FL 33134. ( Ste 703)
Coral Gables, FL 33134
United States

Original Source: newswire.com
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